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Abstract

Background: In the context of home confinement during the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, objective, real-time
data are needed to assess populations’ adherence to home confinement to adapt policies and control measures accordingly.

Objective: The aim of this study was to determine whether wearable activity trackers could provide information regarding users'
adherence to home confinement policies because of their capacity for seamless and continuous monitoring of individuals’ natural
activity patterns regardless of their location.

Methods: We analyzed big data from individuals using activity trackers (Withings) that count the wearer’s average daily number
of steps in a number of representative nations that adopted different modalities of restriction of citizens’ activities.

Results: Data on the number of steps per day from over 740,000 individuals around the world were analyzed. We demonstrate
the physical activity patterns in several representative countries with total, partial, or no home confinement. The decrease in steps
per day in regions with strict total home confinement ranged from 25% to 54%. Partial lockdown (characterized by social distancing
measures such as school closures, bar and restaurant closures, and cancellation of public meetings but without strict home
confinement) does not appear to have a significant impact on people’s activity compared to the pre-pandemic period. The absolute
level of physical activity under total home confinement in European countries is around twofold that in China. In some countries,
such as France and Spain, physical activity started to gradually decrease even before official commitment to lockdown as a result
of initial less stringent restriction orders or self-quarantine. However, physical activity began to increase again in the last 2 weeks,
suggesting a decrease in compliance with confinement orders.

Conclusions: Aggregate analysis of activity tracker data with the potential for daily updates can provide information regarding
adherence to home confinement policies.
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Introduction

Nationwide total home confinement is the most significant
measure that has been taken to prevent the spread of coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) infection [1]. Currently, over 3 billion
people worldwide, one-quarter of the world’s population, are
confined to their homes. However, the timing and stringency
of governmental decisions have been heterogeneous; some
governments have imposed total lockdown, while others have
required partial or no confinement. Objective, real-time
measures to assess populations’ adherence to confinement are
essential to adapt policies and control measures accordingly. 

We asked whether wearable activity trackers could provide this
information because of their capacity for seamless and
continuous monitoring of individuals’ natural activity patterns
regardless of their location [2]. Data from activity trackers
enable the compilation of synchronized big data resources on
human behavior with high geographical and temporal resolution.
In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, activity trackers
provide a valuable data set that objectively documents the time
course of adherence to home confinement worldwide in response
to the outbreak. 

Methods

We analyzed data from approximately 742,000 individuals using
activity trackers that count the wearer’s average daily number
of steps (Withings) in a number of representative nations that
adopted different modalities of restriction of citizens’ activities.
We selected the nations according to a compromise between
exposure to the COVID-19 pandemic, rules of lockdown, and
availability of data from a large number of activity tracker users.

The pre-pandemic period was used as a reference. For each
individual, we calculated the average daily number of steps
between December 1, 2019, and the date of lockdown,
representing the pre-pandemic period, and the average daily
number of steps between the date of lockdown and the analysis
time point (4 weeks for China). These data were then aggregated

across countries or regions. The paired Wilcoxon nonparametric
test was used to compare the number of steps per day before
and during lockdown. The data presented extend to April 13,
2020, and are averaged by days and over countries or
provinces/states.  

The activity tracker used in this study was a wristwatch with
an embedded accelerometer that counts steps. The performance
of this tracker is reported to be one of the best among available
devices [3]. The activity tracker provides the most accurate
measures of step count under all three important physiological
conditions (ie, treadmill, over-ground, and 24-hour conditions).
The same accelerometer and algorithm were used for all
individuals included in the analysis. All activity tracker wearers
were informed that the anonymized data collected from them
could be used for research purposes, and they provided informed
consent before starting to use the activity tracker. They were
allowed to withdraw their consent at any time and request
deletion of their individual data.

Results

Table 1 shows the number of users per country or province/state,
percentage of female users, lockdown initiation dates, rules,
and percentage of decrease in steps during lockdown. The most
demonstrative countries are presented in Figure 1, illustrating
the time course of the step count and enhancing the data in Table
1. Before the epidemic, all countries showed a stable mean
number of steps per day, with periodic and reproducible
decreases during weekends. In countries adopting a total
lockdown, a marked decrease (from 25% to 54%) in the number
of steps following the official dates of home confinement can
be clearly identified (Figure 1A). Partial lockdown
(characterized by social distancing measures such as school
closures, bar and restaurant closures, and cancellation of public
meetings but without strict home confinement) does not appear
to have a significant clinical impact on people’s activity
compared to the pre-pandemic period (Figure 1B), with similar
activity patterns to those in nations without any restriction orders
(Figure 1C). 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the studied population.

P valueDecrease
in steps

(%)

Lockdown
steps per
day

Baseline
steps per

day

Lockdown
date

Lockdown
rules

Mean age
(years)

Proportion
of women

(%)a

Size of user

populationa
Province or

state

Country

<.0018.0530257652020-03-23Partial424210,000 N/AbAustralia

<.0016.847085049N/ANone433810,000 N/ACanada

<.00126.1303441082020-01-23Total361910,000 N/AChina

<.00155.6194343752020-01-23Total3514100HubeiChina

<.00127.4334246042020-03-17Total4343100,000 N/AFrance

<.001–1.3541653492020-03-16Partial4637100,000N/AGermany

<.001–0.6535653262020-03-28Total423810,000N/AIreland

<.00128.0391854452020-03-10Total453110,000N/AItaly

<.00110.7503556402020-02-21Total4529100LodiItaly

<.00116.1458154602020-04-07Total4329100,000N/AJapan

<.0010.351805193N/ANone443810,000N/ANether-
lands

<.0014.358606127N/ANone41331000N/ASingapore

<.00141.5363862152020-03-15Total463610,000N/ASpain

<.001–5.760045681N/ANone443410,000N/ASweden

<.0017.1494753252020-03-16Partial444010,000N/ASwitzer-
land

<.0017.8524956902020-03-23Total4339100,000N/AUnited
Kingdom

<.0017.1491252872020-03-22Partial4343100,000N/AUnited
States

<.0019.0501355082020-03-19Total4338100,000CaliforniaUnited
States

<.0011.5522553032020-03-17Partial464410,000FloridaUnited
States

<.0018.3496654152020-03-21Total424110,000IllinoisUnited
States

<.00111.4469352972020-03-21Total433810,000New JerseyUnited
States

<.0014.1497451862020-03-19Partial444310,000Pennsylva-
nia

United
States

<.00122.1449957762020-03-22Partial423910,000New YorkUnited
States

<.0019.1490253912020-03-21Partial45421000NevadaUnited
States

aThe number of users having activity data on a given day is subject to variation; the numbers given in the table are representative orders of magnitude
of the daily number of users having activity data.
bNot applicable.
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Figure 1. Trajectories of average daily number of steps recorded by activity trackers from January 13, 2020, to April 13, 2020, in a number of
representative countries worldwide adopting total (A), partial (B), or no (C) lockdown. Solid lines indicate total lockdown periods, dashed lines indicate
partial lockdown periods, and dotted lines indicate no lockdown. Crosses indicate the start and end dates of lockdown in the different countries.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The absolute level of physical activity under total home
confinement in European countries is around twofold that in
China (Table 1); this may be due to stricter governmental rules
in China or different national temperaments. Interestingly, in

some countries, such as France and Spain, physical activity
started to gradually decrease even before official commitment
to lockdown as a result of initial less stringent restriction orders
or self-quarantine. However, physical activity began to increase
again in the last 2 weeks, suggesting a decrease in compliance
with confinement orders. Countries with partial or no lockdown
policies had marginal or no changes in walking habits. Ireland
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was the only country with enforced confinement that showed
no change in step counts. Regarding the magnitude and
significance of the changes, all differences were highly
significant in statistical terms (P<.001) because of the large
number of users and because of consistent trends among users
(the vast majority of users changed their step counts in the same
direction, even for small changes). Clinical significance is thus
arbitrary, and the weekly trends suggest spontaneous group
changes (decreases on weekends). In fully locked-down
countries, with the exception of Ireland, the number of steps
decreased below the maximum on weekends; this shows overall
good compliance with lockdown rules.

Conclusion
Aggregate analysis of activity tracker data, with the potential
for daily updates, can inform governments and stakeholders on
adherence to home confinement policies as well as their efficacy
without violating citizens’ privacy [4].  The data allow
comparison of the effectiveness of different government policies.
Finally, quantification of physical activity patterns, particularly
leisure versus occupational patterns, and their consequences on
cardiometabolic health are important because sport and leisure
physical activities have been shown to have positive effects on
cardiometabolic health, whereas occupational physical activity
has not [5]. Data emerging from studies conducted during
lockdown will help to address this issue.
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